LVP
GLUE DOWN

COMMERCIAL COLLECTION

Commercial Modern Flooring Solutions
Our commercial collection offers modern day solutions for commercial
applications. LVP provides the natural look of wood in a hard surface flooring
alternative. Both stylish and highly resistant to walk-through, it makes projects once
impossible a reality.
Our commercial lines outperform the competition by offering value-added options
such as EZ-Clean technology. Available in a distinct plank size, each features
superior embossing and beveled edges for added realism and a polished finish.
A 100% waterproof flooring solution, offering the perfect balance of
performance and design, at a compelling value. Our commercial flooring products
are the preferred choice of today’s architects and commercial designers.
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Dimensions
With LVP flooring products, the limitations of
natural wood planks are a thing of the past. Our
commercial collection, available in a distinctive
planks size, offer endless creative design. Planks
can be arranged in a variety of unique pattern
installations and mixed with other color options to
create truly stunning one-of-a-kind floors.

7” x 48” High-Rise | Level Seven

Aesthetics
Flooring options dictate future elements such as furniture, wall coverings, and
decorations. A flooring solution must not only be current with today’s design trends,
but also be forward thinking to the needs of the future. Our commercial products
capture both in essence and design.

Reliable
The ever growing demands of commercial applications call for a floor that is
not only visually appealing, but one that can perform for years to come. With its
vinyl backing and commercial-grade wear layer, our commercial collection is
certain to provide the support and resistance needed for every commercial project
application.
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Maintenance
Made of 100% waterproof materials, our commercial lines stand up to the rigorous
elements introduced in commercial applications. EZ-Clean technology adds an
extra layer of protection to our High-Rise line, making it even more resistant to
stains.

High-Rise offers the perfect mix of aesthetics and practicality for commercial
projects where quality design is a top priority. Featuring EZ-Clean Technology,
premium embossing, and beveled edges.
Level Seven delivers commercial performance with excessive wear protection.
Featuring a 20 mil wear layer, beveled edges, and modern selection of colors.

Why FloorScore?
When it comes to indoor air quality, a primary concern is the
emission level of specific volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
FloorScore® IAQ Certification means that a flooring product is
independently certified by SCS Global Services to comply with
the volatile organic compound emissions criteria of the California
Section 01350 Program. Hundreds of resilient flooring materials
and their adhesives bear the FloorScore® seal. This seal tells you
that the products have been independently certified by SCS to
comply with the volatile organic compound emissions criteria of the
California Section 01350 standard. Any product that has met these
stringent standards is a product that will contribute to good IAQ.

LEED

POINT

ELIGIBLE

BECAUSE GREAT FLOORS
NEED GREAT ADHESIVE

PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE

TRANSITIONAL PRESSURE SENSITIVE™
ADHESIVE

ACCESORIES

Universal Primer

Clear-Coat

Taylor 2025

Whisper Step®

3040

An acrylic latex solution made
for use as a primer coat on floor
patch, acoustical concrete and
other porous surfaces to prevent
over absorption of adhesive and
to ensure a better bond. Also use
to neutralize excess alkali.

Enhances floor shine, increases
durability, masks imperfections
and restores original luster. ClearCoat provides easy application
and short recoat time. *Not for
use on floors with EZ-Clean.

Leggett & Platt

High density underlayment that
provides unmatched support for
both glue down and floating
floors. Installs quickly and easily.
Fresh Dimension® antimicrobial
inhibits the growth of mold,
mildew, and odor-causing bacteria

4 GAL.

SIZE

1 GAL.

IIC

66

WEIGHT

35 LBS

WEIGHT

9 LBS

∆IIC

22

COVERAGE

2,000 SQFT

COVERAGE

1,000 SQFT

STC

63

SIZE

Urban Trowel

Floor Protectors

FreshFloors

Provides an easy application for
Urban adhesives and allows them
to spread at the proper rate for
installing luxury vinyl.

A simple and easy solution to
protect your floor from scuffs
and scratches.

Uses nature’s nano-technology to
clean hardwood, ceramic, stone,
resilient, laminate, carpet and rug
floorings. One product replaces all
other cleaners, stain removers and
odor eliminators.

Taylor

SIZE

1/16” X 1/16” X 1/16”

PIECES

18

SIZE

32 OZ.

NOTCH

SQUARE

MATERIAL

FELT

WEIGHT

946 ML
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